This 72 acre farmland is about to be graced with an extraordinary and truly unique Passive House home. When the project is complete this home will showcase Shou Sugi Ban exterior cedar siding, an absence of any plastics, metal roof for rainwater collecting, and an interior design that suits this home owner to a tee. This home is mid-construction and it is a great time to check out aspects of key Passive House building science techniques such as the air barrier, triple pane windows, solar gains and shading, cellulose insulation and so on.

Send us an email at heather@buildbetterhomes.ca to receive the actual address of this project and book a tour time. Privacy is important to our client.

Private tours can be arranged by email request (heather@buildbetterhomes.ca) for November 8th, 9th, 10th, or after the Passive House Days event as well.